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Abstract
The security in home networks is a growing concern, not in the least due to the increase in
connected devices with the Internet of Things (IoT). Different types of Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS’s) exists with various system requirements. This thesis will research and compare
two of these, Bro and Snort IDS in order to determine their functionality in a low resource
environment such as a Raspberry Pi. In order to measure functionality and performance, several
experiments have been conducted such as penetration testing and thorough installation and
configuration experiments.
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Introduction
Security is always a high priority issue for company networks but nowadays, also for the
seperate homes. There are many ways to improve the security of networks by the constant
improving and developing of firewalls, encryption, anti-virus systems etc. [1] Every security
feature focuses on different areas or threats in the network. An IDS (intrusion detection system)
has its main role to work with the computer systems in a network to prepare and warn about
network attacks. The IDS functions by monitoring the network activity to spot any unusual
activity of possible intruders or attacks towards the computer systems. Without an IDS the risk of
unwanted activity or attacks going by undetected is significantly higher and when attacks happen
the administrator might not know it.

An IDS (Intrusion detection system) works as an alarm system. It is used to detect any unusual
behaviour in a network. When unusual behaviour is detected the IDS sends out a warning, letting
the administrator now what's happening. There are two types of intrusion detection systems
regarding networks. Signature-based detection and anomaly-based detection.[2]
● Signature-based detection systems reads the patterns in the traffic to detect attacks similar
to any attack patterns that has been previously stored in a database.
● Anomaly-based detection systems has knowledge of how the normal activity should look
like. If any unusual activity is detected the anomaly detection will refer to it as an attack.

Signature-based detection is strong for detecting known attacks stored in the database but does
not react to unusual activity, that means attacks not stored will go by undetected. The anomalybased detection where the IDS is reacting only to unusual behavior, can result in many falsepositive warnings since the knowledge of the IDS is not flawless and will react as soon as any
activity acts unusual.[3]
Besides the two general categorizations of the two different types of IDS’s they are also
categorized based on where they gather the data.
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● Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). NIDS work over the network, analysing the
traffic to find the possible threat suchs as port scans, denial of service etc.
● Host-based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS). HIDS work within a single host,
scanning and analysing the logs and system calls to track intrusion such as remote access
to private and restricted data. [4]

Since the numbers of devices connected to the home increases rapidly, this thesis will be
focusing on comparing and testing intrusion detection systems that are able to use in a home
network. Nowadays in smart homes almost every object or device is connected to the internet. It
is possible to adjust the light, make coffee or even unlock the door and turn of the alarm, all from
applications via the network. Therefore the security of your internet in general should be of high
priority based on the damage someone could do if they got a hold of the ability to i.e unlock your
door. Therefore this thesis will be comparing and testing two different intrusion detection
systems to find out strengths, weaknesses, ease of configuration etc.
There are many different types of IDS’s but the ones focused on in this thesis is: Snort IDS and
Bro IDS.

Background
The number of devices connected to the internet is raising quickly, especially right now when the
Internet of Things (IoT) is such a hot topic. In 2015, people living in smart homes were
estimated to 90 million within the near future.[5] The estimated number of everyday devices
connected to the internet in 2020 will be about 50 billion.[6] With that many devices security is
most essential, therefore an intrusion detection system is highly recommended to have.
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Snort IDS:
Is an open-source Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) all free of cost. [7] Snort is a
signature-based detection system that has no algorithm for learning unusual behavior that is not
stored in the database.[8].

Bro IDS:
Is an open-source Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) all free of cost. [9] Bro on the
other hand has in a way both signature-based detection and anomaly-based detection with their
own scripting language.[9]
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Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to define how well the two Intrusion Detection Systems, Bro IDS
and Snort IDS compare when it comes to detecting threats in a home network. Furthermore the
purpose is to define how well these would work when it comes to understanding the output from
a user-friendly way, and if adding an IDS through a virtual machine or ARM-chipset computer
would be a sound investment for a general home-network.
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Related work
Carrying out testing of IDS’s keeps being relevant even though it has been done before, in many
ways, testing many varieties of functionality and performance.[10] Due to the IDS’s themselves
being updated and worked on frequently as well as new exploits and attacks are being developed
continually. Since there are a myriad of rules and scripts adding on to the IDS’s, many being
targeted towards specific attacks - This also means that the configuration differences and
possibilities from one installation to another are almost endless. Specific attacks have been tested
against Bro and Snort IDS before [11] but not the combination of attacks focused on in this
thesis with the basic configuration on Bro and Snort. Therefore this thesis will focus on
performing attacks commonly targeting a home network, as the focus of the thesis is to compare
these IDS’s for home-network use. Thus differing from most related works mainly focusing on
the IDS’s themselves or towards corporate networks, instead of home-network usage.[12]
One related work that has many similarities is Pi-IDS: Evaluation of open-source intrusion
detection systems on Raspberry Pi 2 by Ar Kar Kyaw, Yuzhu Chen and Justin Joseph[11], which
is using Snort and Bro IDS’s on a Raspberry Pi ARM to monitor a network. However the paper
does have major differences compared to this thesis in the form of having a very different
network topology, performing different network attacks. In the paper, SynFlood, Port Scanning
and ARP Poison attacks are used. Whilst in this thesis, the performed network attacks are SSH
Brute-forcing, FTP Brute-forcing and Denial of Service.
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Problem definition
As the threat towards home networks continue to rise, with ever-spreading malware, botnets and
other malicious activity. Due to the growing number of network connected devices in the home,
such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, the number of potential exploitable systems also
increase. With the growing number of exploitable devices, the security systems such as IDS,
Firewalls and the like must also evolve in order to combat these threats. Corporate-networks are
generally on a higher security level than the common home-networks and this thesis will
investigate what the general home-network user can perform in order to raise security levels
through the use of an IDS. The criteria would have to be that the data output is not too hard to
understand as well as that the installation and configuration should not be too complicated, and
for example, manageable by the the user through the help of a walkthrough or guide, readily
available online. For the purpose of this thesis, two IDS systems have been chosen for
comparison, due to the popularity, lightweight and the quantity and quality of user guides
written.

As such, the scientific questions this thesis will aim to investigate and answer are the following:

1. How does the installation and configuration process differ between the Snort and Bro
IDS’s as well as plugins and would it be plausible for a inexperienced Linux users to
manage?

2. Will Snort and Bro IDS function as intended even in low-resource environments suitable
for home networks (For instance in a virtual environment or ARM-chipset computer)?
3. How well do the Snort and Bro IDS’s compare when it comes to presenting data output to
the user with the GUI-plugins BASE and Kibana?

4. Would standard rulesets be a solid choice for home networks or IoT networks?
Through the course of this thesis, the above questions will be asked and investigated, and the
first potential issue is why were these specific IDS’s chosen and not others? In order to keep the
9

user-friendliness on an acceptable level, those were chosen due to the high quantity and quality
of online resources such as guides, walkthroughs and pre-defined rules. Another important aspect
is to have the system requirements be low enough to use in a light-weight situation such as
ARM-chipset computer or virtual environment, the purpose of this is for cost-effectiveness as it
would be highly unlikely for the general user to invest in more expensive or larger systems in
order to protect their home-networks.
If both IDS’s detects the same network attacks in a similar way it will be tough to compare
strengths and weaknesses to answer the first question, in such a case, the following questions
will be of even more importance in presenting a good solution for home-networks.

With the second problem defined one could argue that there is more powerful and effective
IDS’s available. However the reason to the second question is to investigate the effectiveness of
using Bro and Snort IDS on an ARM-chipset computer or virtual machine in a home network.

Bro and Snort have different ways of presenting the data output, the third question is to compare
these outputs from a user-perspective. Determining which one gives the most information, do
they alarm the same attacks, is the information well defined and easy to understand and how this
information is presented to the user.

The last question asked is defined in order to research and discover if the standard rulesets
offered for Snort and Bro IDS’s are sufficient protection for a home network. As well as if it is a
solid choice that does not supply many false-positives while simultaneously ensuring a high
capture rate.
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Method
In order to sufficiently answer the scientific questions defined above in the problem definition
section, more specifically question one (1) through three (3), this thesis will consist of a series of
experiments. The method of choice will consist of performing experiments on a target system,
while having an intrusion detection system set up in promiscuous mode between attacker and
target host system. The experiments will entail different network attacks against the target
system such as, attacks using SSH, FTP and Denial of service. While performing these attacks
the IDS’s will be up and running.
To answer the first question (1) both Snort and BRO IDS’s will be set up in virtual machines,
running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and a target host system will be set up in a virtual machine running
Windows Server 2012. The installation and the configuration of the IDS’s will be shown as an
experiment later on in the results.

To answer the second question (2), the server, IDS and attacking machine running Kali Linux are
set up, the attacking machine will perform several network exploits against the target host
system. To be able to answer the question, this thesis will look at the output from the two
different IDS’s and compare the results, were both IDS’s able to discover all the network attacks
and were they correctly categorized?

The third question (3) defined will be answered by comparing the data output from the different
IDS’s. What information is presented and how? Does the information output differ largely and
which IDS with web-GUI gives the best user experience in quickly surveying the findings from
the IDS and the information it has collected?

To answer the last question (4), an analysis of Snort and BRO IDS rules will be performed,
where this thesis will aim to answer if it is truly necessary to use the predefined rulesets that
come without cost for the IDS’s in question. Or if it would be sufficient to use a clearly defined,
special ruleset for a home-network consisting of IoT devices. Would this make the IDS less
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efficient while discovering potential threats to the network? If so, would it be an acceptable risk
considering the amount of false-positives to sort through would dramatically be reduced as well?

There are a number of concerns while considering the method of choice in the experiments,
number one being why use web-gui? As it greatly increases the system requirements needed, and
therefore counteracting the point of the experiments, namely installing and running an IDS in a
home-network on a low-end machine or ARM computer. However the reasoning behind this is
that the average home-user would most likely be more inclined to understand the output when
presented in a graphical and easy to use interface rather than having to scroll through log files.
Another concern being, if the purpose is to add a new layer of security for home-networks, why
not use a dedicated firewall? Consumer-grade firewalls are being manufactured and sold by
multiple corporations around the world, and come in sizes from server-racket to desktop
firewalls. The reasoning behind not buying and using a dedicated firewall would mostly be that
with this thesis, the purpose is to make this solution as cheap as possible, in order to motivate
more home-users to add new layers of security to their networks. Dedicated firewalls can be
expensive and still require a lot of setup in order to function well.
Comparing the method of choice with other works, the idea of comparing IDS’s is not a new
method, however since how networks are used, what IDS’s are used, IDS versions constantly
change, this also means that the method does not get obsolete or irrelevant. There are some
works where the combination of comparing IDS’s by performing network attacks has been done,
however we are mostly using different attacks. The attacks themselves are not the main purpose
of this, the attacks are in fact just a tool to generate the data from the IDS’s, see how they react
and compare how they output the information in regards to answering the questions this thesis
have posed. This in itself is not something this thesis has found when researching previous
works.

The research questions in this thesis does have some similarities to other previous works, the
difference is that this thesis and other works focus on different specific areas of concern, and
almost none that this thesis could find have been focused on home networks or a similar setting,
but instead of the IDS’s themselves or for larger networks. This is what makes the research
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questions in this thesis unique. The method of answering the research questions in this thesis also
includes an experiment to show readers how to install and configure Bro and Snort for a homenetwork setting, where they are tested with usability and low-resource need in mind.
The only fairly similar work that was found is “Pi-IDS: Evaluation of open-source intrusion
detection systems on Raspberry Pi 2” by Ar Kar Kyaw, Yuzhu Chen and Justin Joseph, [11] who
performed some experiments in a similar fashion, however their structure was different and not
really focused on home network, and they did perform different network attacks than what was
used in this thesis. While theirs focused more on detailed network performance, this thesis
focuses on several other aspects as well, which are of importance to the research questions.
While they have fairly similar research questions, the purpose and manner in which they were
answered differs quite substantially, as their work is more focused on the IDS’s themselves, and
not the environment in which they are for. One could argue that their statistics would be much
more detailed than found in this thesis, which is an important aspect, however for this thesis, the
network statistics collected should be sufficient in helping answer the research questions posed.
Since this thesis also includes different areas such as the GUI, installation process and the
different rules and standards the area of concern increases. That makes this thesis wider than
previous work, and therefore will not have the same specific areas to investigate. Even though it
is a larger area to investigate, the given research question all contain a single red thread and they
can be used together, that is why this thesis is highly relevant and unique.
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Results
Experimental setup
Purpose
Penetration testing against Windows server 2012 R2 in order to test efficiency and usability for
the Intrusion Detection Systems Bro IDS and Snort.

Set-up and motivation of choice
The set-up for the experiments will include three PC’s running a virtual environment using
Oracle Virtualbox. One as an attacker, one as the victim and one will work as an IDS. A virtual
environment is used to ensure safe testing against the machines. These three PC’s will be running
on the same local network connected through a switch. The IDS is to read all the traffic from the
network and alert when needed.

The attacking machine is running Kali Linux 2 while attacking the target victim. Kali Linux is
the optimal choice for this penetration testing due to the many built in applications and programs
that will be used. The victim machine is running Windows Server 2012 R2 due to the ease of
setup and configuration with FTP and OpenSSH. Finally the machine with the IDS’s will be
running two separate virtualizations with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. These two virtualizations will have
Snort IDS and Bro IDS installed and configured, one on each and will be running one at a time
during the tests.

During the experiments, three different attacks will be conducted, the penetration testing will
entail attacks against FTP (File Transfer Protocol), SSH (Secure Shell) and a DOS (Denial of
Service) attack. The motivation for using these is because these three types of attacks is
considered very common towards home networks, which means that the testing of these attacks
with the two different IDS’s is highly relevant to our scientific questions for the thesis.
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Kali Linux 2 virtual machine will be used in order to first perform a brute-force attack against
the OpenSSH server on the Windows Server 2012 R2 virtual machine.
For the FTP server running on the Windows Server 2012 R2, an attempt will be made for bruteforcing unto the victims FTP server.
A DOS attack will also be performed through the use of Hping3 from the attacking host against
the target host.

The purpose of these tests is to analyze the data collected by the Intrusion Detection Systems,
Bro IDS and Snort. The data will be analyzed and compared in order to sufficiently answer the
scientific questions asked in the thesis. Therefore, the tests will be conducted twice, once with
the Bro IDS running as the IDS on the network, and once with Snort. The machines will have
their machine states saved before performing any tests and then re-loaded for the second round
of testing in order to have the same preconditions for both experiments.

Hardware
Three PCs will be used, connected to a Cisco Catalyst 2960 Switch.
The motivation for this choice is that it will be easier to bridge connections from the PCs with
the virtualized distributions: One attacking machine, one dedicated to hosting the IDS and one
target server on the network.
Motivation for using the Cisco Catalyst 2960 switch is simply because there was one available
for use, as well as being a familiar environment in case any extra configuration would be deemed
necessary with the switch configuration.

Software
Oracle Virtualbox will be used, motivation for this choice being that it is the environment we are
most familiar with and find easiest to use.
The Oracle Virtualboxes will be running on three separate PCs, one having a Kali Linux 2
distribution, one having an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS distribution for the IDS (Same machine will have
separate virtual machines for running the two different IDS’s separately, one at a time) and the
last PC will be running a virtualized Windows Server 2012 R2.
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In addition to this, the Windows Server 2012 R2 will be using OpenSSH, which will have to be
installed.
An FTP server will be set up on the Windows Server 2012 R2 as well, however as this is a builtin feature no outside source of installation is required. The FTP is easily installed and configured
together with IIS inside the Windows Server 2012 toolset.

Within the Kali Linux 2 distribution, we will utilize the THC-Hydra software in order to attack
the SSH server on the Windows Server 2012 R2.

The two Ubuntu 16.04 LTS machines will be running Bro IDS and Snort respectively, those
were chosen by the motivation of being lightweight, powerful and popular. The last part meaning
there is plenty of information such as guides and walkthroughs available for users.

17
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Setting up Windows Server 2012 R2
Installing OpenSSH on Windows Server 2012 R2
As there is no native option to install OpenSSH for Windows Server through the Server
Manager, that means that the OpenSSH binaries have to be installed and set up manually.

To start this off, the files were downloaded from: https://github.com/PowerShell/Win32OpenSSH/releases
After downloading the necessary files, they were installed by the following command (figure 1).

[Figure 1: Installing OpenSSH sshd server.]

Before starting the services, there was one more step necessary in order for the OpenSSH server
to function properly. The following command (figure 2) was used to create a firewall rule for
Windows Firewall.

[Figure 2: Enabling OpenSSH access through Windows Firewall.]

Installing FTP through IIS on Windows Server 2012 R2
The next step of this experiment is setting up the FTP server for the next set of experiments.
In the server manager, the “Add new Roles and Functions” tool will be used, where we start off
with choosing a Role-based or function-based installation.

Next part was to press next until reaching Server-roles, where Webserver(IIS) was chosen.
Continuing with pressing next until reaching the step for Web Server Role, where FTP was
chosen. Continuing with pressing next until Install was ready.
After the Web Server with FTP has finished installing, exiting the Server Manager and opening
the IIS Web Server application was the next step. Here the FTP shared folders and files were
chosen, and for simplicity, the entire C:/ disk was chosen as published by the servers FTP
19

service. Basic authentication by the Administrator account and password was required for
connection.
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Installation and configuration of Bro IDS
Bro IDS installation
In this installation and configuration, the chosen platform for the BRO IDS is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
This will be run on a virtual machine using Oracle Virtualbox to ensure a safe environment.
Once ubuntu is up and running it is time to download and install BRO IDS. To do this there are a
number of guides online but in this thesis Bro’s own guide will be followed which is available at
bro’s own website [9]. Once Ubuntu is up and running, it is time to install all the necessary
libraries for your distribution in order to ensure Bro will work correctly. This part will also show
how to integrate Bro IDS with ELK-stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana) to get a GUI
(Graphical User Interface)
The necessary libraries are:
●

Lipcap

● OpenSSL libraries
● BIND8 library
● Libz
● Bash (for BroControl)
● Python 2.6 or greater (for BroControl)

To do this, open the terminal in the Ubuntu machine and enter the following line (figure 3).

[Figure 3: installing dependencies]

That does it, now the next part is to download Bro. This can also be done by using the terminal
and enter the command (figure 4).

[Figure 4: Download Bro]
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Once it finish loading there should be a directory called bro. In that directory there is a program
called configure. Start the configuration from the terminal by typing the following (figure 5).

[Figure 5: Run ./configure]

After the configurations are complete the next step is to use the make-command. This is a
command line tool to install developer tools alongside the required dependencies. It is used
simply by typing the following (figure 6).

[Figure 6: Use the “make” command]

In the bro directory.

The last step is to use the make command once more, but this time type the following command
(figure 7)

[Figure 7: Use the “make” command with install]

This should install bro on your device without complications, if all dependencies are correctly
installed.

Bro needs some configuration before it can start properly. Such as: define what network range it
should be monitoring, what network interface the machine has and to what address should Bro
send the mails to with the connection summary. These steps needs to be changed manually
through the configuration files located in the path (figure 8).
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[Figure 8: Path to configuration files]

Configure these files with any text editor, such as nano, vi etc. and change the lines to match
your machine and network configurations. In this thesis Bro will monitor the network range:
192.168.1.0/24. So the configuration of networks.cfg can look like this (figure 9).

[Figure 9: network range configuration]

The node.cfg is where Bro reads what interface that should be monitored. Since this thesis is
using Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on a virtual machine the network interface should be changed to enp0s3
(figure 10).

[Figure 10: network interface configuration]

The last configuration is to add a mail-address in the broctl.cfg file. To install a mail program
directly in the terminal, run “sudo apt install mailutils” and follow the steps to create the mailaddress. Configure the broctl.cfg file by changing the mail to match (figure 11).

[Figure 11: MailTo configuration]

Once all the necessary configurations are complete, start Bro IDS by navigating to the Bro
directory and start the program as following (figure 12).
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[Figure 12: start bro]

Starting Bro will open the broctl. Broctl is where Bro is managed by command lines. The first
thing is to type “install” to ensure everything is up to date. To load all the configuration files and
update policies and rules, type deploy. Bro will load files and update scripts, policies, rules etc
and then restart. To ensure that bro is running, check the status by typing “status” in the broctl
command line (figure 13).

[Figure 13: Bro Deploy and Status]

ELK-STACK for GUI
Since the regular way of monitoring Bro is through logs in the bro directory or by connection
summary via mail, ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana) can be used to gather up these logs
and presenting them in a GUI (Graphical User Interface). The ELK-stack is high demanding in
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resources (based on the quantity of data collected). It might not be optimal for home users since
the low volume of data is monitorable in the Bro logs. The installation and basic configurations
will be mentioned below to show how it is done. For this example only the conn log will be
monitored.

Filebeat
The first part is to find a way to ship the local logs to Logstash. To do so, Filebeat is a log data
shipper installed on a server to monitor the log directories, tail them and forward them to ie.
Logstash. [13] Once Filebeat is downloaded and installed the logs which to ship to Logstash has
to be specified. The bro conn.log was chosen in this example since it handles much traffic (IP,
TCP, UDP and ICMP). To specify the conn.log the filebeat.yml file was configured with the
following prospector. To monitor more logs, add more prospectors to specify (figure 14).

[Figure 14: Prospector filebeat]

As seen in the prospector we specify the path to the log. And select Logstash as output. Start
filebeat and check status by entering the following commands (figure 15).

[Figure 15: Filebeat Start and Status]
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Logstash
Logstash is an open source data collection engine. Logstash collects data from the sources such
as filebeat or bro to normalize the data to the destinations of choice such as Elasticsearch. To
sum up the data collected from Bro logs, a configuration file must be added to the logstash
configuration directory (figure 16). [14]

[Figure 16: logstash configuration directory]

Logstash will run with a configuration file, but logstash has to handle specifically the conn.log in
the Bro logs. Open a text editor and name the file “bro-conn-01.conf” like the above picture. The
configurations in this step will be made, all in that file and finally Logstash will run with that file
(figure 17).
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[Figure 17: Configuration Logstash]

In the input section, the host and port is defined for Logstash to use. Make sure this is the same
host and port as mentioned in the filebeat output section. The filter section is the configuration
for Logstash to handle the bro log files. If anything is commented in the log files the first part of
the filter section will remove the comment by removing the “#” symbol. Next the log type has to
be defined as bro-conn, like above. The columns defines each column head as a field. The
provided ts field as the timestamp (using built-in date plugin for Unix) was defined. Bro can run
with Geographical information for the IP-addresses found in the data. To enrich this feature, add
the geoip plugin. The final plugin to use is the mutate plugin. All the data from Logstash will be
27

sent to Elasticsearch, Elasticsearch has some problems defining fields containing periods.
Therefore the mutate plugin renames the fields. The output section is to tell Logstash where to
send the data, Elasticsearch.

When Logstash i to be run the configuration file must be loaded with the upstart. Therefore to
start Logstash with the configuration (figure 18).

[Figure 18: start logstash with configuration file]

Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch is an open-source full-text search/analytics engine with high scalability. It is able to
store, search and analyze huge volumes of data quickly. This can be used with Logstash to
collect, aggregate and parse the data to then file the data to the GUI Kibana. [15]
Install Elasticsearch by either downloading it from the elastic.co website or from command line
using the following instructions (figure 19, 20).

[Figure 19: Download elasticsearch]

[Figure 20: Download SHA]

The shasum is downloaded as well, compare the shasum to ensure the installation of
Elasticsearch. With the following command you should get the same output (figure 21).

[Figure 21: Check SHA]

If the SHA gives OK, start Elasticsearch (figure 22).

[Figure 22: Start Elasticsearch]

To check if Elasticsearch is running run the GET command to send a HTTP request to the
localhost on port 9200. Or type it in in the web browser URL field.
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Kibana
Kibana is an open source visualization platform, working in synergy with Elasticsearch to
present the data. Kibana can be used to search, view and interact with the data stored by the
Elastic indices. Kibana can be modified to by the user to preferable layout and data presenting.
The data can be presented in various charts, tables, maps and more. The browser-based interface
makes it easy to understand large volumes of data. [16]

Kibana can also be downloaded from the elastic.co website or through the terminal. Download
and unzip (figure 23, 24).
[Figure 23: Download Kibana]

[Figure 24: Unzip Kibana]

To verify the SHA (like with elasticsearch). (figure 25).

[Figure 25: Check SHA]

Start Kibana through the command line, this will give som output in the terminal but we’ll be
looking at the browser (figure 26).

[Figure 26: Start Kibana]

By entering “localhost:5061” (5061 being Kibana’s default port) in the browser URL field
Kibana should load up and have Logstash as index pattern (figure 27).
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[Figure 27: Kibana start output]

This is how the startup looks like without any filters attached, this is all the data collected by Bro
in the conn.log. This can be modified to show things like, Host IP, Source IP, Protocol,
timestamps etc. all to the preference of the user (figure 28).

[Figure 28: Filtered output]

This is a basic function for the use of ELK-stack in correlation with Bro IDS. This is a quick way
to monitor the notice.log where bro store the security alerts.
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Installation and set up of Snort IDS
Installation of Snort IDS
Through the installation and set up of Snort IDS and the additional plugins that will supply a
GUI (Graphical User Interface), a guide from sublimerobots.com[17] will be used. The guide is
written by Noah Dietrich and will cover the full installation and set up.

Starting off, some prerequisite packages are necessary to install:
● Build-essential - This will provide the essential tools that are required to compile the
software.
● Bison, flex - two parsers that are required by the DAQ
● Libcap-dev - A library used by Snort for capturing network traffic.
● Libcre3-dev - A library that snort uses for regex(Regular Expression) support.
● Libdumbnet-dev - A library that provides portable and simplified interface for low-level
networking routines.
● Zlib1g-dev - Compression library.
● Liblzma-dev - Decompression of adobe flash files.
● Openssl as well as Libssl-dev - Providing MD5 and SHA signatures.
● Nghttp2 - A Library containing the HPAC compression algorithm.

In this thesis, Ubuntu 16.04 LTS version will be used, and the following Proof-of-Concept
installation and experiment will be based off of the Ubuntu 16.04 LTS version, running in an
Oracle Virtualbox virtual machine.
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First step will be creating the folder structure in order to maintain some centralized structuring of
the files, and that was done through the following command (figure 29).

[Figure 29: Creating source directories]

Next, the installation of the necessary libraries was performed, by using the full command (figure
30).

[Figure 30: Downloading necessary dependencies]

Followed by the last dependency (figure 31).

[Figure 31: Downloading necessary dependency]

In order for Snort IDS to work, the DAQ (Data Acquisition Library) will have to be downloaded
and installed. DAQ will be acquired through the Snort website and installed by the following
commands (figure 32).

[Figure 32: Downloading Data Acquisition Library]
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Through the last step, all dependencies are now installed and the next step will be to install
Snort. As with the DAQ, Snort will be downloaded and installed from Snorts website.
The following command is for the most recent version of 2.9.x.x version of Snort, and the one
used for this experiment (figure 33).

[Figure 33: Downloading Snort from source]

To update the shared libraries, the command used was (figure 34).

[Figure 34: Updating shared libraries]

Afterwards, as it is considered good policy to create symbolic links, using the following
command, a symlink is achieved (figure 35).

[Figure 35: Creating symbolic link]

And lastly, in order to verify the installation of the binaries (figure 36).

[Figure 36: Verifying Snort binaries]

This was run and it was verified that the installation process was successful.
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Set up Snort IDS as a Network Intrusion Detection System
The next part of the experiment will be setting Snort up as an actual Network Intrusion Detection
System.

First off, as it is not recommended running anything as superuser, a dedicated group and user
will be created for Snort (figure 37).

[Figure 37: Creating group and adding user]

Now, in order for Snort to work correctly as an IDS, some directories will have to be created.
The snort directories, rules and IP list files as well as directories for the various log output.
And since it is not recommended running everything as super user, for security purposes the
ownership and permissions will be changed with the chown and chmod commands (figure 38).

[Figure 38: Creating files, directories and managing permissions]

Next part, the mapping and configuration files were moved in to their respective folders from the
extracted tarball (figure 39).
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[Figure 39: Copying configuration files]

Now to start the configuration of the Snort files. As Pulledpork will be used to manage the
rulesets, some lines have to be commented out due to compatibility issues (figure 40).

[Figure 40: Uncommenting]

Some additional configuration is required to be changed in the snort.conf file, and for this thesis,
nano was used to open and edit files. The snort.conf file was located in /etc/snort.

Inside the Snort.conf file, there are a few parameters that should be changed.

First off the ipvar HOME_NET 10.0.0.0/24 on line 45 was changed to the address range of
192.168.1.0/24 as that is how the machines were set up for the experiments.
In addition to this, the configuration has to be changed in order for snort to properly find the
correct file path for the rulesets and IP lists, these were found on line 104,105,106, 113 as well as
114 (figure 41).

[Figure 41: Updating file paths]

After testing Snort with the configuration file, it successfully validated the configuration.

Installing Barnyard2
Barnyard2 is a so called dedicated spooler, which will reduce the load on the Snort server and
help report the output to an MYSQL server that will be read by the Web-GUI server later on in
the experiment.
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To start off, some prerequisites were required, such as the MYSQL server and dependencies
(figure 42).

[Figure 42: Installing dependencies]

During the installation of the MYSQL server, a prompt will be asked to create a password for the
server, in this thesis the password MYSQLROOTPASSWORD was used.
Now the snort.conf had to be edited again, this time with a new line right after line 520 in order
to get snort to output the events in a format that reduces load compared to various formats that
are easy to read for humans (figure 43).

[Figure 43: Changing output format]
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For downloading and auto-configuring some aspects of the pre-installation phase, the following
commands were used, in order to provide correct dependencies and file paths (figure 44).

[Figure 44: Downloading and pre-configuring Barnyard2]

As the installation pre-configuration was completed, the next step was to make and make install
barnyard2 (figure 45).

[Figure 45: Installing Barnyard2]

For Snort to utilize Barnyard2, some files will have to be copied, as well as a new directory and
file called barnyard2.waldo had to be created for Barnyard2 to work properly (figure 46).

[Figure 46: Copying configuration file, creating directory, file and managing ownership]

Now the next part was setting up the MYSQL server by creating the database as well as giving
privileges to the snort user and setting the password of MYSQLSNORTPASSWORD (figure
47).

[Figure 47: MYSQL commands]

Next, opening up the barnyard2.conf file in order to configure the use of the MYSQL server.
The barnyard2.conf file was found in /etc/snort and the line below was added at the end of the
file in one line (figure 48).
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[Figure 48:Input/Output configuration]

This was the last step of installing Barnyard2, and it was successfully validated.

Installing PulledPork
PulledPork is a script written in Perl that will automatically keep rulesets up to date by
downloading and applying them for Snort. In addition to also managing the rulesets.

Some prerequisities are required and will be installed with the following command (figure 49).

[Figure 49: Installing dependencies]

Now PulledPork will have to be downloaded and the script as well as the configuration files were
moved to the /etc/snort directory (figure 50).

[Figure 50: Downloading and moving PulledPork]

Next, some changes were made to the configuration file of PulledPork to properly work with the
Snort IDS. These were found on lines 74, 89, 92, 96, 119, 133,141 and 150 and were changed to
the following (figure 51).

[Figure 51: Configuration changes]

Now in order to generate the new rules file that PulledPork creates where it combines the rulesets
in to one file, the command used was (figure 52).
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[Figure 52: Generating ruleset]

The last step of the PulledPork configuration is to add the new ruleset file to the Snort
configuration in the snort.conf file, where a new line will be added, after the local.rules on line
547 (figure 53).

[Figure 53: Adding ruleset]

Installing BASE
The GUI chosen was BASE(Basic Analysis and Security Engine) due to its simplicity in
installation and set up as well as its ease-of-use.

As with previous steps, there are prerequisites and dependencies that first needs installation, such
as Pear image Graph for making graphs, ADODB and PHP. For PHP, a new repository has to be
added as well (figure 54).

[Figure 54: Installing dependencies]

After installing all prerequisites, it was time to install BASE and move it to the Apache webserver in addition to creating the configuration file (figure 55).

[Figure 55: Installing and moving BASE]
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The last step of the experiment was to configure the config file with the appropriate MYSQL
database information. As such, the configuration file base_conf.php in the apache folder
/var/www/html/base/ was edited at lines 50, 80 and 102-106 with the following (figure 56).

[Figure 56: Updating Apache configuration]

This concludes the experiment and after restarting the apache webserver the BASE web-GUI
was up and running, and the only thing remaining was to log in to the server through
http://192.168.1.243/base/index.php and setting it up by clicking on Create BASE AG.
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Attacking Windows Server 2012 R2 - Snort IDS
OpenSSH attack
To start the experiment, an attempt at logging in normally was made with the command (figure
57).

[Figure 57: SSH connection]

And using the Admin account(Administratör) and password(Quitevulnerable1) for the Windows
Server this was successful. Snort did detect the connection attempt and logged it in the MYSQL
server through the plugins and presented it with the following alert in the BASE Web-GUI
(figure 58, 59).

[Figure 58: SSH detection alert]

[Figure 59: Source and destination address]

Snort did successfully log and send an alert to the MYSQL server as can be seen above. The
source and destination addresses are correct. However, Snort has logged the attempt as an
INDICATOR-SHELLCODE ssh CRC32 overflow filler attack which is a false-positive as this
was a legitimate connection attempt.
Next attempt at the OpenSSH attack experiment was to perform a brute-force attack through the
use of THC-Hydra. The command used for the attack was (figure 60).

[Figure 60: THC Hydra usage]

After sixty-six(66) attempts the attack was successful using a wordlist containing passwords.
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Snort did not manage to discover each attempt of the brute-force attack, or dropped it before
logging. As such, the total occurrences of SSH alerts by Snort amounted to eighteen(18), where
one of the attempts was for the previous legitimate login attempt as well. Meaning that Snort
only discovered seventeen(17) out of sixty-six(66) attempts (figure 61).

[Figure 61: SSH detection alerts]

Where all of the above were from the attacking Kali machine source IP to the Windows Server
destination IP on port twenty-two(22). As can be seen above in the screenshot, again the
signature is incorrect and a false positive alert has been given. Meaning that Snort by default
does not necessarily detect SSH brute-force attempts and instead logs every connection attempt
falsely as a INDICATOR-SHELLCODE ssh CRC32 overflow filler.
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FTP attack
Performing the FTP attacks started in the same manner as the SSH attacks above, by first
attempting a legitimate connection attempt by using the Admin account (Administratör) and
password (Quitevulnerable1). By issuing the command (figure 62).

[Figure 62: FTP connection]

And entering the password, a connection was established and a folder was created at the FTP
root in order to test how the IDS reacted (figure 63).

[Figure 63: FTP detection alerts]

As the connection attempt was successful, the results given are obviously incorrect again, and
another set of false-positives. Thus the results so far showcase that while Snort does detect that
events are occuring in the traffic of the different protocols: The standard rulesets are not optimal
at dissecting and discerning the various different kinds of attacks that could be performed.
Instead Snort groups everything together under signatures that are not necessarily correct.

The next attempt was using Hydra to brute-force the FTP server by using the following
command (figure 64).

[Figure 64: THC-Hydra command used for attack]

And the passlist was updated for this attempt, where the correct password was removed and
additional bad matches were added.
The results were surprisingly accurate this attempt and Snort successfully identified every badlogin attempt - Compared to SSH where it did not log and send alerts about every attempt (figure
65).
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[Figure 65: FTP detection alerts]

Above is a sample of the alerts given. Below can be seen the total number of alerts for FTP Bad
login, which matches the number of attempts in the brute-force attack (figure 66).

[Figure 66: Total number of alerts]

The conclusion here would be that Snort handles FTP logging and traffic better than SSH traffic.

DoS attack with Hping3
As the last part of this experiment - A DoS (Denial-Of-Service) attack was performed by using
Hping3 and utilizing the command of (figure 67).

[Figure 67: Hping3 attack]

The Hping3 DoS attack was aborted after a short amount of time, and the total number of packets
sent was 1,223,205. Snort did not output any alerts, and this could be an indication that the
amount of traffic was too much for Snort to manage while utilizing the system resources given.
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Attacking Windows Server 2012 R2 - Bro IDS
OpenSSH attack
To start the experiment a legitimate attempt to connect to the SSH server was made (figure 68).

[Figure 68: Establish SSH connection]

And using the Admin account(Administratör) and password(Quitevulnerable1) for the Windows
Server this was successful. Bro did detect the login to the SSH-server but did not alert it as an
attack-attempt, instead, the ssh.log was created to store the data (figure 69, 70).

[Figure 69: SSH log (part 1)]

[Figure 70: SSH log (part 2)]

As seen in figure (figure 70), The authentication_success responded T (True) which indicates
that the attempt was successful. Bro also presents the data regarding source and destination hosts.
The next part is the brute force of the SSH-server. To do so THC-Hydra was used with the
following command (figure 71).

[Figure 71: Brute force ssh with THC-Hydra]

This time, sixty-six(66) tries was made before the login was successful. Still in the ssh.log all the
attempts are listed (but as false). Now in the current directory bro created the “notice.log” (where
all the alerts are gathered). The notice log recorded the password brute force as following (figure
72).
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[Figure 72: Notice log alert]

Bro did successfully detect and alert the ongoing SSH brute force attack.

FTP attack
Performing the FTP attacks started in the same manner as the SSH attacks above, by first
attempting a legitimate connection attempt by using the Admin account (Administratör) and
password (Quitevulnerable1). By issuing the command (figure 73).

[Figure 73: Establish ftp connection]

Bro did not create the ftp.log even though the connection was successful. The traffic data was not
found in any of the other logs either. The next step to test the FTP detection is to perform a brute
force attack as following (figure 74).

[Figure 74: Brute force ftp with THC-Hydra]

Even though all the 193 attempts in the brute force attack was successful and the password was
found, no ftp traffic log was created on the Bro machine. Even the notice log remains empty.
This indicates that the basic Bro configurations does not cover ftp traffic the same way as the
successful SSH detection.

DoS attack with Hping3
The last part of the experiment is to perform a DoS (Denial of Service) attack against the server
using Hping3. The following command was used from the Kali machine (figure 75).

[Figure 75: DoS attack with Hping3]

1,473,314 packages was sent before the process was terminated. In the Bro conn.log file all the
TCP,UDP and ICMP traffic is stored. The log contains 73,747 packets, which is a lot lower than
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the original amount sent. The output in the log looks like this (figure 76).

[Figure 76: Conn log]

No output was given in the notice log for any proper alerts even though the traffic was captured
and logged.
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Discussion/Conclusion
How does the installation and configuration process differ between the Snort and Bro IDS’s as
well as plugins and would it be plausible for an inexperienced Linux user to manage?
While the installation process of both Snort and Bro IDS’s were relatively simple and
straightforward as can be seen in the results. The installation and configuration of the additional
plugins for Snort IDS however was not as simple and did demand some user-knowledge of
specifically the Linux file-system in order for everything to work correctly and manage
troubleshooting during the installation and configuration. Some items in the guide that was
followed were outdated, mostly with different filepaths and file versions. However, eventually
the installation and configuration succeeded and Snort IDS with all the chosen plugins was up
and running. When it came to managing rules, it made it much simpler with the use of
PulledPork, where having the entire non-local ruleset in one file helped immensely with
managing rulesets. Snort also have the possibility of creating custom local rules which makes it
very efficient and customizable for user-preference and need. However writing these rules are
not that simple unless the user know the syntax of rules, what specifically they want alerts for
and how it should act.

The installation and configuration of the ELK-Stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana) together
with the Bro IDS was not at all a simple process. First the installation itself was not as
straightforward as Bro IDS, a lot more configurations was necessary for the programs to work
with one another. The configuration for the Bro IDS was simply to make some changes in the
existing configuration files to point Bro to an interface and network range. The ELK-stack
configurations included script writing from scratch to modify how to monitor the logs and where
to send them. While the ELK-stack was installed and running we still had to integrate Bro. That
included even more new files with configurations from scratch. Even if the basic configurations
of Bro is simple, Bro has its own script (the Bro-script) which allow you to write your own alerts
and “rules” if you want. That script require a lot more experience that just the installation with
the existing rules.
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So to answer the first part of the question asked, it would be fair to say that while there are
similarities of the installation and configuration process, it does also differ much, especially with
the additional plugins. Since Snort and Bro IDS are built very differently and stores, manages
and outputs data in different ways. The answer would be that the installation and configuration
process does differ a lot.
Answering the last part of the question, if an inexperienced Linux user is a plausible candidate
when it comes to installing and managing the two IDS’s, the answer would have to be no.
It is not a simple process for a user who is not familiar with Linux and even with following
online guides it would prove hard to understand what the user actually is doing and how to
customize the applications for their own needs. An understanding of:
●

networking and protocols

● Linux filesystem
● terminal familiarity
Would be highly recommended in order to make actual and effective use out of any of the given
IDS’s in question.

Will Snort and Bro IDS function as intended even in low-resource environments suitable for
home networks (For instance in a virtual environment or ARM-chipset computer)?
While both Snort and Bro IDS’s will function in a low-resource environment, it is recommended
to run them in high-resource environments. As seen in the above experiments under the results
chapter, the Snort and Bro IDS’s will start up and run correctly as long as the amount of network
traffic to analyze is not too high. When performing single connection attemps and during low
traffic, most packets were captured and logged. However as soon as the traffic load increased,
both Snort and Bro IDS’s noticed a quick drop in performance where a large number of packets
were either not captured or simply not analyzed and logged. This is a result of the two IDS’s
simply not having enough system resources to utilize and therefore not operating in an optimal
state during high load. This being said, Bro IDS was slightly better than Snort at capturing and
processing the packets, as could be seen above where it did capture and log more packets during
the high traffic load than Snort IDS did. Obviously the introduction of plugins and the web50

GUI’s increased system requirements and gave the IDS’s a harder time in managing the already
limited resources available.
The answer to the question would simply be that while it might not be recommended to run Snort
or Bro IDS’s with or without the external plugins in a low-resource environment. It could
however still be beneficial to the security management of the network, as it does still apply an
additional layer of security. As long as the user realises that they might not be up-to-par during
high load of traffic, a Denial of Service attack per example.
How well do the Snort and Bro IDS’s compare when it comes to presenting data output to the
user with the GUI-plugins BASE and Kibana?

While the Bro IDS logs do provide more information than the logs in Snort, as well as having a
much more simplistic and easy-to-use system of logging. However when it comes to the
graphical interfaces in the form of Web-based GUI’s, BASE and Kibana, BASE does have the
advantage of providing more and better information than Kibana. BASE also proved to be very
user-friendly compared to Kibana and simple to navigate and use. Kibana had the advantage of
having a much more appealing design as BASE looks heavily outdated in a design point of view.
The conclusion here would be that while Bro IDS has a much better logging system and would
be better at presenting the data through logs, Snort IDS with BASE does win out over Bro and
Kibana in the form of presenting the alerts and meta-data connected to it. This however is a
subjective answer, and user-preference might differ between other users. But based on the output
presentation of alerts and the information that is the answer found in this thesis.

Would standard rulesets be a solid choice for home networks or IoT networks?
After performing the above experiments, reading the output and analyzing the IDS’s themselves
this thesis comes to the conclusion that utilizing the standard rulesets, Snort IDS standard
community ruleset is not a solid choice for home networks or IoT networks. It simply gives too
many false-positives for normal traffic, as well as when it actually does log and output an alert
for an attack, it puts it in the wrong category, as we could see above with the SSH experiment as
an example. And not receiving the actual alerts for the actual attacks does defeat the purpose of
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having the IDS in itself. Therefore it is not recommended to use the Snort standard community
rulesets for a home or IoT network.
Bro doesnt have a standard ruleset in the same way that Snort have. The Bro scripts and rules can
be modified the same way but the basic configuration settings for Bro covered the most of what
we wanted in this thesis. Since Bro also is an anomaly based IDS the rulesets are not everything,
the anomaly IDS do not need the specific rules, but, if you want Bro to alert in a specific way or
alert on specific events this can be done by creating rules. The attacks that was found by Bro in
this thesis was correctly categorized and logged. This makes it very easy-to-use and to navigate
within Bro logs and reduces the false-positive alerts.
Both IDS’s would however be very useful and provide a good security layer and work optimally
with custom-made rulesets built entirely for a specific network and the applications that run on it.
It does however demand a much higher understanding of networking, Linux, Snort and Bro IDS
functionality than the average home user possess. This does make it hard to motivate home
network users or users with IoT networks that are not experienced and familiar with the
environment to actually use these IDS’s, and especially not Snort IDS due to its very high
number of false-positives.
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